Abstract. The shifted Helmholtz operator has received a lot of attention over the past decade as a preconditioner for the iterative solution of the Helmholtz equation. The idea is that if one uses a small complex shift, the shifted Helmholtz operator is still close to the original Helmholtz operator and could thus be an effective preconditioner. It was shown in [M. J. Gander, I. G. Graham, and E. A. Spence, Numer. Math., 53 (2015), pp. 573-579] that the shift can be at most O(k) to prove rigorously wave number independent convergence of the preconditioned system solved with GMRES, provided the preconditioner is inverted exactly. In practice, however, the preconditioner is inverted only approximately, and if one shifts enough, this can be done effectively by standard multigrid methods. We show in this paper that for a finite element discretization, the shift has to be at least O(k 2 ) to be able to invert the shifted Helmholtz preconditioner using multigrid. There is therefore a gap between being a good preconditioning operator (shift at most O(k)) and being able to effectively invert the preconditioner by multigrid (shift at least O(k 2 )). So what shift should be chosen in practice, and when is the preconditioner not inverted exactly? By studying the numerical range of the preconditioned operator, we show that one cannot obtain analytical results for this case with currently available tools. We thus test the preconditioner extensively numerically for a wave guide type square domain in the range of shifts between O( √ k) and O(k 2 ) with approximate inversion by one multigrid V-cycle. We find in our experiments that preconditioned GMRES iteration numbers will then inevitably grow like O(k 2 ). We also see that in contrast to common practice where shifts of O(k 2 ) are used, it might be beneficial for the wave guide to use a smaller shift, e.g., O(k 3/2 ), especially when several smoothing steps are used.
1. Introduction. Multigrid methods are iterative methods widely used to solve linear systems coming from the discretization of partial differential equations. Their main feature is their fast convergence, and that convergence does not deteriorate when the mesh size decreases for certain classes of problems; see [24, 30] . The indefinite Helmholtz equation involves the continuous operator H k = (∆ + k 2 ), where k > 0 is the wave number. Since the operator H k is not coercive, the extension of multigrid methods to such problems remains challenging, and standard multigrid fails to converge; see, for example, [1, 12, 14, 15, 5] and references therein. It is worth noting that a convergent multigrid method has been designed using a dispersion correction technique in [15] . Unfortunately, this dispersion correction which matches the discrete and continuous dispersion relations at the coarse level does not extend to higher dimensions.
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Many methods for solving numerically Helmholtz-like problems have been designed over the years; for an overview, see [14] . Among these, Krylov subspace methods like GMRES or BiCGStab are mostly used because of their robustness. Unfortunately, these methods are not fast enough without a good preconditioner. Incomplete LU (ILU) [29] preconditioners have been developed for the Helmholtz equation in the form of analytic ILU [20] , which is based on a factorization of the operator, but the analysis is difficult to extend to inhomogeneous media. The so-called analytic preconditioners (see [10] and references therein) are based on approximate inverses of some pseudodifferential operators that are localized by Padé approximations, involved in the integral equation coming from the Helmholtz equation in exterior domains. These methods are also well-suited when studying homogeneous media. Several successful preconditioners rely on domain decomposition methods; see [19, 18, 34, 22] and references therein. These methods are based on a splitting of the computational domain into many subdomains, where each subproblem can then be solved with a direct method.
In this paper, we want to focus on an idea which received a lot of attention over the last decade, namely, to use a shifted Helmholtz operator as a preconditioner; see [13, 21, 31, 5, 25, 27, 32, 28, 33] and references therein. The latter is defined as a discretization of the operator H k for k 2 = k 2 + iε, where ε > 0 is the so-called shift. The main advantage of the shifted Helmholtz preconditioner is its simplicity and that it can be used for media with varying wave number (see, e.g., [13, 33] ). In addition, the method is based on the discretization of a continuous problem and therefore inherits many of its properties. It is well-known that the shift has to be large enough for standard multigrid methods to be effective to invert the shifted operator, but not too large to still be a good preconditioner for the underlying original Helmholtz problem; see [14, 17] . Recently, the question of the minimal value for the shift has been explored numerically; see [8, 28] . In [8] , the authors show using numerical evaluation of quantities obtained from Fourier analysis that the minimal shift depends in an irregular way on the wave number, the mesh size, and the number of pre-and postsmoothing steps. The strategies for choosing the shift from [28] are based on the compromise that one wants to improve stability by maximizing the diagonal entries of the discrete shifted Helmholtz operator without losing accuracy of the preconditioner. The resulting shifts are then locally chosen with respect to each row of the finite difference discretization of H k . Unfortunately, shifts obtained in [8, 28] heavily rely on the discretization and therefore cannot be linked to a discretization of a continuous Helmholtz-like problem. A one-dimensional shifted Helmholtz equation discretized with standard finite differences was studied analytically in [6] , and it was shown that the multigrid algorithm using a Jacobi smoother with a complex damping parameter converges if the shift behaves like O(k 2 ). Similar results on the size of the shift needed for solving the shifted Helmholtz problem with an additive Schwarz method also hold; see [22] .
The goal of this paper is to understand the influence of the complex shift ε on the convergence of the standard multigrid algorithm applied to the shifted Helmholtz problem in a finite element context, and its implications for the use of the shifted Helmholtz problem as a preconditioner. From a theoretical point of view, our main result states that for a given wave number k, taking ε = O(k 2 ) with a large enough constant always ensures convergence of the multigrid method applied to the shifted Helmholtz problem. It has been recently proved in [17] that the shifted Helmholtz operator is a robust preconditioner for the Helmholtz equation provided that the shift is not bigger than O(k). Our results then show that in the shifted Helmholtz preconditioner one has to live with a compromise between having an effective preconditioner (shift at most O(k)) and a robust multigrid solver (shift at least O(k 2 )). This was conjectured already by a preliminary Fourier analysis in [14] . The question of what the best shift is, however, cannot be answered by our analysis, since the preconditioner is usually not inverted exactly but only approximately using a few iterations of multigrid or domain decomposition. We thus study this question numerically by computing the numerical range of the preconditioned problem and the performance of preconditioned GMRES for shifts ranging from O( √ k) to O(k 2 ) for a square wave guide type problem. The numerical range computations show that it will be difficult to obtain rigorous theoretical results on what power of k should be used in the shift for best performance when approximately inverting the shifted Helmholtz preconditioner. Our iteration counts from preconditioned GMRES grow like O(k 2 ) with this preconditioner for all shifts ranging from O( √ k) to O(k 2 ). We also often obtain substantially lower iteration counts with a shift O(k 3/2 ) for our wave guide problem, compared to the traditionally used shift of O(k 2 ), for which our analysis shows convergence of the multigrid method. Nevertheless, our analysis is of interest: a shift of O(k 2 ) is also used in [9] , where the solution of the original Helmholtz equation is replaced with an infinite number of inversions of k 2 -shifted Helmholtz problems using the first resolvent formula.
Our paper is organized as follows. In the rest of the introduction, we define the shifted Helmholtz equation, its finite element discretization, and the multigrid algorithm. In section 2, we use Fourier local mode analysis to study a two-grid algorithm with a damped Jacobi smoother for the one-dimensional shifted Helmholtz equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions. We show that if the shift is less than O(k 2 ), the two-grid method will diverge for certain wave number and mesh size combinations. We also prove that if the shift is O(k 2 ) with a precise estimate for the minimal constant, the standard two-grid method will converge for all wave number and mesh size combinations. To study the performance of a multigrid algorithm for the shifted Helmholtz equation in higher spatial dimensions, we then use techniques for estimating the smoothing and approximation properties from [30] , and we state in section 3 all the properties of the continuous problem needed for this purpose. In section 4 we introduce a small modification in the smoother, which allows us to prove convergence of a W-cycle applied to a general shifted multidimensional Helmholtz operator discretized by finite elements, and this for an arbitrarily small complex shift! Our analysis puts, however, an upper bound on the damping parameter in the smoother, and this upper bound goes to zero as the wave number grows. The method thus needs too many smoothing iterations for practical purposes, except if again the complex shift is O(k 2 ). In section 5 we extend our multigrid results to the case of impedance boundary conditions. In section 6 we illustrate our multigrid analysis results based on the smoothing and approximation properties for one-and two-dimensional problems. In section 7, we study some possible directions for future work by exploring the shifted Helmholtz preconditioner numerically. We first consider the case of nonconvex, non-star-shaped domains, where our numerical simulations indicate that the shifted Helmholtz preconditioner is again a good preconditioner if the shift behaves like O(k), provided the preconditioner is inverted exactly. We then numerically study the best choice of the shift when using only one V-cycle and various numbers of pre-and postsmoothing steps to approximately invert the shifted Helmholtz preconditioner. We present our conclusions in section 8.
The shifted Helmholtz equation.
Let Ω be a convex polygon of R d with d = 1, 2, 3. We consider the shifted Helmholtz equation with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions (for impedance boundary conditions, see section 5),
Here, k is the wave number, ε > 0 is the shift, and f ∈ L 2 (Ω) is a source term. A Green's formula leads to the variational formulation
We consider a finite element discretization of (1.2) with piecewise linear polynomials. Let {T l } be a regular family of triangulations of Ω consisting of d-simplices of characteristic size h l . Let V l be the corresponding finite element space,
This leads to the discrete variational problem
j=1 be the standard nodal basis of V l . This induces an isomorphism between the vector representation of unknowns and the finite element functions,
Problem (1.3) can now be represented as a linear system
and the Galerkin finite element solution is then u l = F l z l .
Remark 1.1. From the definition of the isomorphism F l one has, for all
where the brackets stand for the usual dot product in R N l , x, y := N l j=1 x j y j . 1.2. The multigrid method. Our goal is to solve the linear system (1.5) coming from the discretization of (1.1) with a standard multigrid method like the ones presented in [24, 30] . To do so, we assume that the triangulation at level l is obtained from a coarser one at level l − 1 by refinement, implying the nesting property
where the mesh size of the coarser grid satisfies h l−1 ≤ ch l for some constant c ≥ 2. Multigrid methods use so-called restriction and prolongation operators. Since V l−1 ⊂ V l , the identity operator I l : V l−1 −→ V l is well-defined. This identity operator represents linear interpolation and acts as
where x l j are the nodes of the fine mesh. This operator is called the prolongation operator and has the matrix representation
Note that the matrix representation of the prolongation operator can be obtained by
where φ l j are the nodal basis functions related to V l . According to [24] the canonical restriction operator is defined as
For elliptic problems, this choice ensures that A l−1 = R l A l P l (see, e.g., Lemma 3.2 of [30] ). This property still holds for the shifted Helmholtz equation, as one can see from Lemma 9.1 in the appendix.
Remark 1.2. Prolongation and restriction operators are classically acting on real vectors and can thus be represented as real matrices. In this case, the star in R l := P * l actually stands for the usual transpose. Moreover, when acting on complex vectors, one only has to compute R l z = R l Rz + iR l Iz.
For a general linear system A l z l = b l , the multigrid algorithm [30, 24] , with smoother S, ν 1 presmoothing steps, and ν 2 postsmoothing steps, is given by
In (1.8), the classical "V-cycle" is obtained for τ = 1 and the "W-cycle" is obtained for τ = 2.
It is easy to see that the multigrid algorithm (1.8) is a linear stationary iterative method. From [30, Theorem 7.1, p. 22] (see also [24, Lemma 7.14] ), its iteration matrix is given by
, where ν 1 , ν 2 are the number of pre-and postsmoothing iterations. Moreover, one has for the spectral radius
so we study only the one parameter case ν = ν 1 + ν 2 .
2. Analysis of the two-grid operator for a one-dimensional model problem. The continuous model problem we consider is (2.1)
We use a uniform mesh with N l interior points and mesh size h l = 1/(N l + 1) to approximate (2.1). The basis of V l we use are the hat functions
After some algebra, we obtain the matrix of the discrete problem (1.3)
Note that, unlike the original Helmholtz equation, the shifted Helmholtz equation (2.1) is well-posed with Dirichlet conditions as soon as ε > 0, and the matrix A l is then invertible for any mesh size. The next coarser mesh is then defined by the uniform mesh with N l−1 = N l /2 interior points and has a characteristic size given by h l−1 = 1/(N l−1 + 1). The prolongation and restriction operators (see [15, 24, 30, 7] ) are defined as
We focus here on the two-grid operator, which is according to (1.9) given by
To simplify the notation, we drop in what follows the index on h, i.e., h ≡ h l . The eigenvectors of A l are v
. . , N l , and thus the block diagonalization performed for the finite difference scheme in [24, 15] still applies. The latter uses the subspaces
where n + 1 = 1/(2h). Denoting by j := n + 1 − j, the complementary mode index, c j := cos jπh 2 , and s j := sin jπh 2 , one gets the eigenvalues of A l at the finer and coarser levels (2.3)
where H = 2h. For the smoother, we consider a standard damped Jacobi iteration,
where D = diag(A l ), and ω is a damping parameter. The latter is chosen as the one giving equioscillation on the oscillatory part of the spectrum where the wave number is replaced by the shifted wave number. This requires, when ε = 0, that |1 − w| = |1 − wλ N l | and yields
Finally, denoting by σ j the eigenvalues of S = I − ωD −1 A l , the two-grid operator can be written as diag(T 1 , . . . , T n , T n+1 ) with (2.5)
We first study the case of a shift ε = Ck 2−δ , 0 ≤ δ ≤ 2.
Theorem 2.1. Assume that we are performing ν = ν 1 + ν 2 smoothing steps and that ε = Ck 2−δ for 0 < δ ≤ 2. Then, for all wave number and mesh sizes such that
and the two-grid algorithm will diverge.
Proof. Because of the block diagonal form of the two-grid iteration matrix, one has ρ(T ) ≥ ρ(T j ), j = 1, . . . , n + 1.
Taking j = n + 1 yields
We now need to find the maximum of |1 − ω| 2 as a function of the wave number k. Its derivative is
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and the maximum is thus reached at k(h) satisfying
Since we cannot compute exactly k(h) (except when δ = 0, 1), we compute an asymptotic expansion of k(h) as h goes to 0 which reduces to find a constant α 0 such that
Direct computations then show that for h small enough
Replacing these formulas into the equation satisfied by k(h) and identifying terms having the same homogeneity in h gives
Therefore α 0 = √ 6 and one can check that this is indeed asymptotically a maximum. Inserting the asymptotic formula of k(h) into |σ n+1 | shows that, for h small enough,
which gives the desired result.
Remark 2.2. In the proof of Theorem 2.1, we give only the first term of the asymptotic expansion of k(h) since this suffices to obtain divergence; the asymptotic expansion could be computed to any order without difficulties. Theorem 2.1 shows that if the shift is less than O(k 2 ), the two-grid method, and hence the multigrid method, will diverge if certain wave number-mesh size combinations appear in the multigrid mesh hierarchy. For the expected convergence when ε = Ck 2 , we have the following result.
Theorem 2.3. Assume that ε = Ck 2 with large enough constant C > 0; then the two-grid algorithm converges.
To obtain this result, one can substitute ε = Ck 2 and s j = √ 1−c 2 j into the block diagonal form (2.5) of T , which leads to a function that only depends on the product kh > 0 and c j ∈ [0, 1]. We show in Figure 1 on the left the spectral radius of the matrix T j for one smoothing step, ν = 1, as a function of kh and c j for C = 0.8 to illustrate that it is uniformly less than one. On the right in Figure 1 , we show the maximum spectral radius over all kh and c j , i.e., the spectral radius of T , as a function of C, for various numbers of smoothing steps ν = 1, 2, 4, 8. We clearly see that for C small, the two-grid method does not converge, even with a shift of the form ε = Ck 2 . For larger values of C, however, depending on the number of smoothing steps, we get convergence, the spectral radius is less than one, and for C > 2.5, we observe the expected multigrid behavior for Laplace like problems, where increasing the number of smoothing steps improves the performance of the two-grid method.
We show in Figure 2 for comparison the same results when using the more classical Jacobi damping parameter ω = 2/3. We see from this experiment that for the range of smoothing steps ν considered, it is better to choose the heuristically optimized damping parameter, instead of ω = 2/3.
We now give some numerical results to illustrate Theorems 2.1 and 2.3. Consider a uniform grid on (0, 1) with N l = 2 10 − 1 interior points and the three wave numbers
The first wave number k 1 corresponds for the given h l to the troublesome k from Theorem 2.1, k 2 corresponds to a minimum rule of thumb resolution, and k 3 is the case where no pollution effect occurs; see [26] and also [35] . We show the corresponding spectral radii of T in Table 1 for ν = 1, 2, 4. One can see that the two-grid algorithm diverges for k 1 h l = √ 6, except if the shift is large enough, as expected from Theorem 2.1, which gives a lower bound for ρ(T ) that is achieved for k(h)h = √ 6+o(1) as h → 0. Therefore, k 1 is too close to this critical value and yields divergence, except when the shift is large enough, as predicted by Theorem 2.3. The two-grid algorithm also diverges if k = k 2 when ε = k 2 , which means that the first two levels in a multilevel algorithm would already lead to divergence. Finally, for the first two levels of a mesh with no-pollution effect (k = k 3 ), all goes well since the spectral radius of T is smaller than 1 even for ε that does not depend on k. This, however, does not mean that a multigrid method would also work, since on coarser levels, the algorithm would encounter wave number-mesh size combinations like in the example for k 1 and k 2 and thus not converge in general.
3. Properties of the continuous problem. We have so far studied only a two-grid algorithm in one spatial dimension. To investigate the properties of a true multigrid algorithm applied to the shifted Helmholtz equation, also in higher spatial dimensions, we will need to obtain norm estimates for the smoothing and approximation property. We start by proving properties of the shifted Helmholtz problem with Dirichlet boundary conditions which we will be needed in what follows.
(Ω), the following properties hold: 1. The bilinear form a is continuous,
where
For any complex number γ ∈ C such that |γ| = 1, 0 < Rγ ≤ ε/|k 2 + iε|, and Iγ > 0, one has
There is C(Ω), a strictly positive constant that depends only on Ω, such that for all f ∈ L 2 (Ω), the solution of (1.1) satisfies
Proof.
1. The continuity follows from triangle and Poincaré inequalities.
We now impose that α > 0 and εβ − k 2 α ≥ 0. Using the relation α 2 + β 2 = 1 then yields the following restriction on γ:
Finally, from
the desired result follows. 3. The coercivity estimate follows from the fact that |γ| = 1. Indeed
The well-posedness of (1.2) and (1.3) then follows from the Lax-Milgram lemma. 4. Using elliptic regularity, one gets that the solution to problem (1.1) is in
where C(Ω) > 0 is a constant that depends only on Ω. Since u is solution to (1.1), the previous estimate gives
From the coercivity estimate for a(u, u), the fact that a(u, u) = Ω f udx, and a Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we get
Using once more a Poincaré inequality on the left-hand side yields
Now taking the imaginary part of a(u, u) leads to
Using Cauchy-Schwarz again then shows that
Combining the previous bounds (3.3), (3.4), and (3.5) then gives the desired estimate (3.2). Remark 3.2.
1. The complex number γ introduced in Theorem 3.1 must depend on both the wave number k and the shift ε. Otherwise the necessary requirements to have a coercive sesquilinear form cannot be satisfied, unless we add some restriction on the shift. 2. A sharp bound for the coercivity constant of the sesquilinear form a has been obtained in [17] (see Lemma 3.1, p. 18). The authors assumed that ε ≤ C(Ω)k 2 and proved
where C(Ω) are constants only depending on the domain. We now compare this estimate with the one from Theorem 3.1. Choosing
meets all the requirements for the following estimate to hold:
Thus, if ε ≤ ξk 2 , one gets
We now proceed as in [17] . Let φ j ∈ H 1 0 (Ω) be the Dirichlet eigenfunctions of −∆ and λ j > 0 their associated eigenvalues. Taking k = λ j gives
and thus our bound for the coercivity constant is also sharp in its (k, ε)-dependence.
4. Convergence analysis of the multigrid method. To study the convergence of the multigrid algorithm, we prove that the assumptions of the next theorem are satisfied for the shifted Helmholtz equation (1.1).
Theorem 4.1 (Theorem 7.20 in [30] ). Assume that there are constants C A , C S and a monotonically decreasing function g(ν) with g(ν) → 0 for ν → +∞ such that for all h
(The approximation property),
where C M G,l is the iteration matrix of the multigrid method.
The rest of this section is dedicated to showing that the approximation and smoothing property and the multigrid contraction number hold for the shifted Helmholtz equation for any ε > 0, provided a small modification in the smoother is applied. Theorem 4.1 then ensures that for a large enough number of smoothing steps, the iteration matrix of the multigrid algorithm is a contraction, and hence this iterative method converges.
Remark 4.2.
1. Theorem 4.1 only gives necessary conditions for the convergence of the multigrid algorithm. This result can also be found in [24] (see Theorem 7.1.2, p. 161) and both require a large enough number of smoothing steps to get a convergent multigrid solver. 2. The proof of Theorem 4.1 (see also Theorem 7.1.2, p. 161, in [24] ) is algebraic since it only uses the approximation property, the smoothing property, and the multigrid contraction number. These results can thus be used for a large class of continuous problems. In addition, both proofs use the fact that the multigrid iteration matrix can be considered as a perturbation of the twogrid operator where the perturbation is small if one does enough smoothing steps. As a result, this states that if the two-grid algorithm converges and the multigrid contraction number holds, then the multigrid algorithm converges. We therefore state all our theoretical results based on this theorem for the multigrid algorithm. 3. One could wonder about the assumptions A l needs to satisfy so that those of [3] is harder and requires, for example, a small enough coarse grid mesh size, which would not be of interest here. 4. We prove below that the approximation property, smoothing property, and multigrid contraction number hold for the shifted Helmholtz equation. Nevertheless, C A , C S , and g(ν) depend on k and ε. Therefore, the multigrid algorithm can have very slow convergence or even be divergent for some values of these parameters (see section 6 for an illustration).
4.1. The approximation property. We first prove that the approximation property holds for the shifted Helmholtz equation.
and the other constants are defined in Theorem 3.1.
Let b ∈ C N l be given. We consider the three variational problems
Note that all the variational problems above are well-posed due to Theorem 3.1. Since
l ψ , the second variational problem can be rewritten as
Using a similar argument for the third variational problem yields
from which we infer F
for the restriction R l . Now multiplying by the prolongation
and combining the results for both variational problems gives
Now using Lemma 9.5 from the appendix, we get the estimate
The H 2 -regularity of ϕ and standard L 2 error bounds for finite element methods on regular meshes [2] give
where the exact value C reg of the constant can be found in Lemma 9.2 and reads
A triangle inequality and the previous estimate and since we consider nested meshes satisfying h l−1 ≤ ch l then yield
Using this estimate for the right-hand side of (4.1) and again Lemma 9.5 gives
To finish the proof, we need to estimate A l 2 . We recall first an inverse inequality [2] coming from the analysis of finite element methods,
From the continuity of a, Lemma 9.5, and this inverse inequality, one then gets
We can thus replace the dependence on h 
which concludes the proof, since our argument holds for any b ∈ C N l .
The smoothing property.
We now show that the smoothing property holds for the shifted Helmholtz equation with a small modification in the Jacobi smoother. 
one has with the modification of putting a modulus on D = diag(A l ) in the Jacobi smoother
where I is the identity operator, γ, C cont , and C coer are defined in Theorem 3.1, and for
Now using the continuity of the bilinear form together with the inverse inequality and finally Lemma 9.5, one gets
We now derive an upper bound for h
Since this matrix is diagonal, its 2-norm is nothing but its largest value. From the coercivity of a and the fact that |γ| = 1, one can infer that
where the last inequality can be shown by using for T ⊂ supp(φ j ) the affine transformation from the unit simplex to T . We then arrive at
and thus we have the bound
Now we apply Lemma 9.3, which states that for all ω ∈ (0, 2C(Ω)C I − ωγD
Using that
, inequality (4.7) proves the first result (4.4) of the theorem, because (4.8)
Applying Corollary 9.4 with M l = (ωγ) −1 |D| and using that |γ| = 1 gives (4.9)
where the last inequality holds, because (e j denotes the canonical basis of R N l )
To relate the D-norm in (4.9) to a 2-norm, we use the definition of . D and obtain
Following a similar argument as for (4.6), one can prove that
Using now estimates (4.11) and (4.6) in (4.10), we obtain from (4.9) the desired estimate (4.5). Proof. Using (4.8), we can estimate
Now we use the definition of the D-norm to get
where we used (4.11), (4.6), and (4.13) for the last inequality. Theorem 4.6 shows that the multigrid method converges for any ε > 0 if one does a large enough number of smoothing steps. The number ν min required to reach the threshold C M G,l 2 < 1 from which the multigrid algorithm actually converges depends on the wave number and on ε. As a result, it can happen that an extremely large number of smoothing iterations is needed in order for multigrid to be convergent for solving the discrete problem (1.3). Some explicit values for ν min are given in section 6.
4.5. Discussion on the choice of the damping parameter. The results we proved so far are valid for all ε > 0, and it thus seems that one can use multigrid with the modified Jacobi smoother successfully to solve the shifted Helmholtz problem (1.1) for any ε > 0 in an efficient manner. This is, however, not the case, since the choice of the damping parameter ω depends on k and ε and must satisfy
where C(Ω) only depends on the geometry of Ω. Using the explicit values of the continuity and coercivity constants of the bilinear form a (see Theorem 3.1), we get for the damping parameter the upper bound 0 < ω < ω sup with (4.14)
As a result, the upper bound for the damping parameter (4.14) becomes
and a direct computation gives the estimate
The above formula goes to zero when ε goes to zero and/or k grows to infinity. Therefore, for all ε > 0, there exists k 0,ε such that for all k > k 0,ε , one has 0 < ω < ω sup < macheps, where macheps is the machine precision. For such wave numbers, Theorem 4.4 no longer holds numerically, since
We illustrate this numerically in section 6.1. Now assume that εIγ−k 2 Rγ > 0 and that Rγ ≥ εIγ−k 2 Rγ. A direct calculation shows that γ then satisfy the two-sided inequality
From (4.16), we see that for all ε > 0, lim k→+∞ Rγ = 0 and lim k→+∞ Iγ = 1, and as a consequence, for all ε > 0, there exists k 0,ε such that for all k > k 0,ε , one has again
and hence Theorem 4.4 does not hold any more numerically. For a given ε > 0, it is therefore not possible to have a convergent multigrid method (1.8) for all wave numbers k, because this would involve a damping parameter which is too small, and even numerically zero. A way to proceed is to restrict ε to get a coercivity constant that behaves like O(k 2 ). With such a behavior, the ratio C coer /C cont is going to remain bounded away from zero for large wave numbers.
We therefore now assume that γ does not depend on these parameters and use the upper bound
which meets all the desired requirements on ω since this upper bound does not go to zero. The next result gives an estimate on ε to have this desired property.
Theorem 4.7. Let γ ∈ C satisfying all the constraints for which the coercivity inequality (3.1) holds. Then for all ε satisfying
the upper bound for the damping parameter of the Jacobi smoother given by formula (4.14) is bounded from above and away from zero for all wave numbers.
Proof. According to the definition of C coer in Theorem 3.1 and ω sup in (4.14), we only need to check that εIγ − k 2 Rγ > 0 and that Rγ ≥ εIγ − k 2 Rγ. Since |γ| = 1 with Iγ > 0 and Rγ > 0, the first statement is equivalent to
Using again that |γ| = 1 with Iγ > 0, the condition Rγ ≥ εIγ − k 2 Rγ now reads
and gives the upper bound for ε.
According to Theorem 4.7, one can find ε = O(k 2 ) and γ that depends on neither k nor ε such that the coercivity inequality (3.1) holds and the damping parameter of the Jacobi smoother does not go to zero for any wave number.
Remark 4.8. The upper bound for ε given in Theorem 4.7 is artificial since for large wave numbers, one always has for all γ satisfying Rγ > 0 and Iγ > 0 that
Note that the function
is bijective. Therefore, from Theorem 4.7, one can get a convergent multigrid method for ε = ck 2 with a constant c > 0, independent of k and ε, being as small as we want. The main practical interest of this property is that one can apply multigrid with a shift smaller than the one used in most applications (which is c ≥ 0.5; see, for example, [8] , and also results from section 2 where c = 0.8). This comes again, however, at a cost of a large number of smoothing steps for this variant of the method. 
This bound is simpler, but the behavior of the multigrid algorithm remains the same, since its convergence still needs ε = O(k 2 ).
5. Extension to the case of impedance boundary conditions. The Helmholtz problem with impedance boundary conditions is
where n is the unit outward normal vector to ∂Ω, and η > 0 is the impedance parameter. Denoting by dσ the measure associated with ∂Ω, we obtain (5.1) in variational form,
Let V l be the finite element space obtained with piecewise linear polynomials
The discrete problem we then obtain is
This is equivalent to the linear system A l z l = b l where u l = F l z l is the Galerkin solution. Algorithm (1.8) can be applied to this linear system. Apart from the fact that we use the H 1 seminorm in the proof of Theorem 4.6, the Dirichlet boundary condition does not affect our analysis, since we only used the continuity and the coercivity of the bilinear form a associated with problem (4.6). Therefore, the analysis of multigrid methods for (5.3) easily follows from our previous analysis, simply replacing ∇φ L 2 (Ω) by φ H 1 (Ω) and using the inverse inequality
which holds since h l ≤ 1. We also have to replace the correct value for the coercivity, continuity, and H 2 -regularity constants of the Helmholtz impedance problem. The latter are given below.
Theorem 5.1. For all u, v ∈ H 1 (Ω), we have the following properties: 1. The bilinear form a η is continuous
where C t is any constant such that u L 2 (∂Ω) ≤ C t u H 1 (Ω) .
2.
For any γ ∈ C satisfying |γ| = 1, Iγ > 0, and 0 < Rγ < ε/|k 2 + iε| one has
3. The bilinear form a η is coercive
4. There exists a strictly positive constant C(Ω) that depends only on Ω, such that for all f ∈ L 2 (Ω), the solution to (5.1) satisfies
Proof. The proof is very similar to the one of Theorem 3.1. The first item is easy. For the second point, we take a complex number γ = α + iβ such that |γ| = 1. For any ϕ ∈ H 1 (Ω), a direct computation gives
Taking the real part then yields
Now choosing γ as above leads to
which proves the coercivity estimate. The third item now follows from |γ| = 1, |a η (ϕ, ϕ)| ≥ |Rγa η (ϕ, ϕ)|, and the coercivity of the bilinear form.
For the elliptic regularity estimate, one can use inequality (2.10) from [17, p. 12]. The latter holds for convex polygons and states that
. Note that estimate (5.4) can be applied with the solution to (5.1) using trace regularity together with the impedance boundary condition and that f ∈ L 2 (Ω). One gets
The bound for the H 1 norm comes from the coercivity estimate. The L 2 norm of u can be bounded as follows:
and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality then yields
Collecting the previous estimates then gives the desired result.
Note that the γ defined above depends on both the wave number and the shift. In addition, for a suitable choice of γ, one can show that the (k, ε)-dependence of the coercivity constant of a η is optimal, hence behaving like ε/k 2 (see Remark 3.2). From the above observations, Theorems 4.4, 4.3, and 4.5 hold for problem (5.3) with C str,η replacing C str for str ∈ {Cont, Coer}. The upper bound for the damping parameter of the Jacobi smoother is now given by
A theorem similar to Theorem 4.6 thus holds for the impedance Helmholtz problem (5.1).
The results of section 4.5 also apply here: in order to have a multigrid method that converges for all k, one needs to restrict ε and η such that ω sup does not tend to zero when k goes to infinity. This requires γ not to depend on k and ε, and η ≤ Ck Theorem 5.2. Let γ ∈ C be defined as in Theorem 5.1. Then for all ε and η satisfying
the upper bound for the damping parameter of the Jacobi smoother used in the multigrid algorithm for the impedance Helmholtz problem is bounded from above and away from zero for all wave numbers.
Theorem 5.2 gives bounds on the shift and on the impedance parameter to have a robust multigrid algorithm for all wave numbers.
Remark 5.3. The typical case η = k of an approximate radiation boundary condition can be treated by the multigrid method for all k, provided the shift ε is large enough; see Theorem 5.2.
Remark 5.4. From the proof of Theorem 5.1, one can see that the coercivity constant for Neumann boundary conditions (that is, η = 0) is given by
The upper bound for the damping parameter of the modified Jacobi smoother is now given by
6. Numerical experiments. We present now some numerical illustrations of Theorems 4.4, 4.3, and 4.5 in one-and two-dimensional settings on Ω = (0, 1) d . We apply the multigrid method (1.8) with the Jacobi-like smoother given in Theorem 4.4. A comparison between the one-dimensional Fourier analysis and the general analysis is also carried out. We finish this section with two-dimensional numerical experiments. Note that the bilinear form a is coercive for all wave numbers such that k < 1 C P , where C P is the constant in the Poincaré inequality. Below, we use C P = 1 for the Poincaré constant and set C(Ω) = 1.
The case ε < O(k
2 ). This case requires γ to depend on k and ε. According to Theorem 3.1 and (4.14), we use the parameters
We show in Table 2 the spectral radius of ωγ |D| −1 A l , which indicates that the smoothing property fails numerically for large wave numbers, because one obtains numerically S = I − ω 2 γ|D| −1 A l = I. This behavior can be explained: because γ = O (1) and the damping parameter behaves like ω = O(k −4 ), the eigenvalues of ωγ |D| −1 A l are, for growing k, close to or smaller than the machine precision, which in double precision is macheps= 2.2204e − 16. Thus increasing the number of smoothing steps does not yield numerically the expected smoothing property any more. Table 3 shows that the approximation property holds in this case with a constant that decreases as the shift increases. Table 4 gives the values of the spectral radius ρ(T ) of the two-grid operator for ν = 1, 3. We see that ρ(T ) becomes numerically equal to 1 for growing k. This is because the two-grid operator reduces to the coarse grid operator since the smoother is close to S = I in finite precision arithmetic. As the coarse grid operator is a projection, one thus obtains that the spectral radius of T is close to 1. We observe nevertheless that the spectral radius of the two-grid operator decreases as ν increases, so a large number of smoothing steps could still yield a nice contraction factor in the cases considered. Note, however, also that for k ∈ {40, 80, 160} and ε = 1, and k = 160 and ε = k, the contraction factor numerically is bigger than the one for small ν and the algorithm diverges.
. Theorem 4.7 shows that we need a γ that depends on neither k nor ε for robust smoothing, and thus the shift has to satisfy specific bounds. Table 4 Spectral radius ρ(T ) of the two-grid operator for ν = 1, 3. We use the parameter choice
According to Theorem 4.7, the damping parameter for the smoother can then be chosen as
The numerical results are represented in Table 5 for the multigrid contraction number, and Table 6 shows the values of the smoothing property. It might appear strange at first that S ν 2 is smaller than 1, although Theorem 4.5 gives S ν 2 ≤ C(Ω) C cont /C coer . However, in this one-dimensional setting, the two norms . 2 and . D are the same since D = I(2/h − 2(k 2 + iε)h/3). The bound (4.13) then gives S ν 2 ≤ 1 as we observe in Table 5 . Table 6 shows that
is decreasing when the number of smoothing steps increases. The precise rate is √ ν −1 , as we proved in Theorem 4.4. Table 7 shows the value of the constant of the approximation property. This shows that this constant weakly depends on k when the shift behaves like O(k 2 ). Table 8 shows the spectral radius of the two-grid iteration matrix (1.9). The latter is less than 1 for any number of smoothing steps and decreases as ν increases Table 8 Spectral radius of the two-grid operator for increasing number of smoothing steps for ε = O(k 2 ). as expected from the convergence theorem. Similar results can be found in Table 9 for the W-cycle with three levels and various smoothing steps.
Comparison of the two methods. We now compare the method with the classical damped Jacobi smoother to the one with the modified Jacobi smoother by computing numerically the spectral radius of each block T j given by the Fourier analysis. We use
and the wave number goes from 1 to 4/h l so that kh l ∈ [1, 4] , which is according to Theorem 2.1 (see also Figure 1 on the left) the range where the two-grid cycle (and thus any multigrid cycle getting to this coarse resolution in its hierarchy) will have problems for a shift that is not large enough. We denote by ω op the damping parameter used for the classical Jacobi smoother and by ω gen the one for the modified smoother. We first choose a shift ε = Ck 2 and take C = 0.8. The general analysis gives for the damping parameter ω gen = (
where γ is such that Rγ > 0 and (Rγ) 2 1−(Rγ) 2 k 2 < ε, which yields 0 < Rγ < 4/ √ 41 ∼ 0.625, and hence we can take
2 . We show in Figure 3 the numerical results for one smoothing step. Clearly both multigrid methods converge, but the modified smoother, for which we presented a complete convergence analysis, leads to a less effective solver than the classical one. We now choose a smaller shift, ε = 0.8k. Figure 4 shows the spectral radius of each T j and log(ρ(T )) as a function of the wave number when one smoothing step is used for the case of the classical Jacobi smoother. We see that this multigrid method fails to converge for some wave number and mesh size, as expected from our analysis. When using the modified Jacobi smoother from our general analysis, with the parameters
we obtain Figure 5 , where we see that the spectral radius is less than 1, but arbitrarily close to 1, resulting in very bad convergence for the multigrid method. This is because ω gen = O(k −4 ), so when k increases, σ j → 1 (that is, the eigenvalues of the iteration matrix of the smoother) and thus only the coarse grid operator remains. As a result, the spectral radius of each T j converges to 1. Indeed, the coarse grid operator is a projection so it has eigenvalues 0 and 1.
We show in Table 10 that increasing the number of smoothing steps helps for the modified smoother, but one cannot obtain an efficient method when the shift is smaller than O(k 2 ).
6.2. Two-dimensional numerical results. We apply in this section the multigrid algorithm to the shifted Helmholtz equation on the square Ω = (0, 1) 2 equipped with Neumann boundary conditions, i.e., We consider a uniform mesh obtained from a uniform N l × N l grid. The mesh size is thus h l = 1/(N l − 1). The nodes are counted in lexicographical order and the coarse mesh is obtained by considering a uniform N l−1 × N l−1 grid with N l−1 = (N l + 1)/2. The coarse mesh size is then One needs the matrix representation of the prolongation and restriction operators. To get these, let φ l j be the nodal basis functions related to V l . The matrix P l of the prolongation operator (1.6) is obtained by interpolating the coarse nodal basis functions on the fine mesh. This gives
As a result, one gets
Note that φ Below, we only give the numerical values of the spectral radius of the two-grid operator because the two-dimensional situation presents the same features as the one-dimensional case.
The case ε < O(k 2 ). We choose here N l = 49 and ε = 1, k, k 3/2 . This gives 49 × 49 = 2401 degrees of freedom for the fine mesh and 625 for the coarse mesh. With Theorem 3.1 and Remark 5.4, one can use the same parameters as for the one-dimensional problem,
Table 11
Spectral radius of the two-grid operator for the two-dimensional problem. Table 11 gives the spectral radius of the two-grid operator in this setting, very similar to the results in one dimension.
The case ε = O(k 2 ). We consider a uniform mesh of Ω = (0, 1) 2 with 101 × 101 = 10201 degrees of freedom. Note that the coarse mesh has 51 × 51 degrees of freedom. We use the same parameters as for the one-dimensional numerical experiments, shown in (6.1). Since we have Neumann boundary conditions, Remark 5.4 ensures that the damping parameter for the smoother can be chosen as
The spectral radius of the two-grid operator is shown in Table 12 . These numerical results are in good agreement with the theory, and the convergence of the multigrid algorithm with the modified Jacobi smoother is improved by increasing the number of smoothing steps. Also note that this algorithm behaves better when the number of points per wavelength increases. Similar results can be found in Table 13 for the W-cycle with 3 levels and various smoothing steps.
7. Directions for future work. In this section, we present several numerical experiments in order to explore properties of the shifted Helmholtz preconditioner solved by multigrid which are not covered by the present theory.
7.1. Neither convex nor star-shaped domains. The results from [17] hold for star-shaped domains and our theorems are valid for convex domains only. We illustrate here numerically why taking ε = O(k) in the shifted Helmholtz preconditioner still yields a good preconditioner for such domains and why a shift ε = O(k 2 ) is too large.
We show in Figure 7 a scattering example on an open cavity in two spatial dimensions. On the obstacle, we impose Dirichlet conditions, and also on the wall represented by the bottom line, whereas on the other outer boundaries we impose a Robin radiation condition. For the right-hand side, we use a Gaussian of the form f (x, y) = e −((x−0.1) 2 +(y−0.1)
Table 13
Spectral radius of the three-grid operator for increasing number of smoothing steps ν. the solution of the original, undamped Helmholtz equation, which we are in general interested in. In the top right panel, we show the solution when using the shifted Helmholtz operator with the maximal shift ε = k such that GMRES would still converge independently of the wave number if the hypotheses in [17] were satisfied. The solution with this shift is very similar to the original solution we are interested in, and we thus have a graphical illustration why this could still be a good preconditioner. This property actually comes from Theorem 6.1 in [17] , which shows that if ε/k is small enough, the solution to the original Helmholtz equation is close to the solution to the shifted problem. In the bottom left panel we show the solution using the shifted Helmholtz operator with the shift ε = k 3/2 for which wave number independent convergence cannot be guaranteed any more according to [17] . We clearly see that the solution obtained now is quite different from the one in the top left panel we are A467 interested in. We finally show in the bottom right panel the solution of this problem obtained when using the shifted Helmholtz operator with shift ε = k 2 , which is the case we can solve effectively with multigrid according to our results. Unfortunately this solution does not have much in common with the one in the top left panel we are interested in.
These numerical simulations illustrate that a shift of order k is probably the maximum to get a qualitatively effective shifted Helmholtz preconditioner. Nevertheless a shift behaving like O(k 2 ) was used in practice successfully to improve the iterative solver; see [9, 4, 33] . It is thus of interest to study the convergence of multigrid methods for ε = O(k 2 ), which is, according to the results of this paper, the limiting case yielding convergence. Theorem 4.1 is still valid for non-star-shaped domains, but one has to check the approximation property (see Theorem 4.3), whose proof uses the full elliptic regularity of problems (1.1), (5.1). This kind of regularity does not hold for nonsmooth domains [23] , and thus the convergence of the multigrid algorithm does not readily follow from the analysis in this paper in this case.
Preconditioned problem with multigrid.
We have seen that the shift required for multigrid to be an effective solver is too big for the shifted operator to be an effective preconditioner. One can, however, argue that one does not need to really invert the preconditioner; one would just use one or a few V-cycles and then solve the preconditioned system with a Krylov method. It is therefore of interest to investigate the spectrum and the numerical range of such a preconditioned operator, to see if it might be theoretically possible to obtain an optimal choice for the shift and a convergence result for GMRES, as in [17] , where it was shown that for small enough shifts (ε/k small), the numerical range of the preconditioned operator stays away from zero, and thus with a result from [11] one can obtain robust convergence for preconditioned GMRES, independent of the wave number k.
We show in Figures 8-11 such a sequence of numerical experiments. We computed the spectrum and numerical range of the Helmholtz operator on a square, with Dirichlet conditions on top and bottom, and Robin radiation conditions on the left and right, i.e., the continuous wave-guide-like problem reads
We discretized the problem using the classical five-point finite difference stencil. From left to right in these figures, we increase the wave number k ∈ {π, 2π, 4π} and diminish the corresponding mesh size h ∈ { }, so that we have 32 points per wavelength on the fine grid. We invert the shifted preconditioner exactly and also use one V-cycle to approximately invert it, using two, three, and four levels for the corresponding values of k and h, and a Jacobi smoother with damping parameter 2/3, like in Figure  2 . In Figure 8 , we show the case of a shift ε = √ k. In the top row we inverted the preconditioner exactly, and one can see that the numerical range stays away from zero for the resolutions tested, and thus GMRES convergence would be robust. This was proved also in [17] , albeit under assumptions on the geometry that are not verified in the present setting. In the next rows, where we applied one V-cycle with 1, 3, and 10 pre-and postsmoothing steps to invert the preconditioner approximately, we see that immediately the clustering of the spectrum is lost, and the numerical range contains zero. From left to right, we also see that the situation gets worse as the wave number increases, and the approximate inversion by the V-cycle is not effective. In Figure 9 , we show the case of a shift ε = k, which is according to [17] the boundary where exact inversion will still lead to an effective preconditioner under suitable assumptions. We see in the top row of Figure 9 that exact inversion still leads to a well-clustered spectrum, however now with a numerical range that slowly approaches 0, since for this wave guide problem, the assumptions in [17] are not met. The approximate inversion by a V-cycle produces unfavorable spectra for GMRES, and the situation gets worse as the wave number increases. In Figure 10 , we show the case of a shift ε = k 3/2 , too large according to [17] for exact inversion to lead to a good preconditioner. We see in the top row of Figure 10 that exact inversion now leads to a spectrum and numerical range that approaches zero as the wave number increases, which is not good for GMRES convergence. The approximate inversion by V-cycles also still produces unfavorable spectra for GMRES. We finally show in Figure 11 the case of a shift ε = k 2 , much too large according to [17] for exact inversion to lead to a good preconditioner, as we observe in the top row: the spectrum and field of values are getting rapidly very close to zero as the wave number grows. The approximate inversion by V-cycles now better approximates the inverse of the preconditioner, but it is the preconditioned system itself that has an unfavorable spectrum for GMRES. These numerical experiments show that it is very difficult to obtain analytical results on the behavior of this type of preconditioner in the range of shifts ε ∈ { √ k, k 2 } and that iteration numbers of preconditioned GMRES in this case will depend on the wave number. This is illustrated in Table 14 when using as a right-hand side a random vector, 1 and a zero initial guess for GMRES, run with a standard tolerance of 1e − 6. We see here from the first four lines with exact inversion that it is necessary to have a small shift to get low iteration numbers for preconditioned GMRES, and iteration numbers still grow slowly, as estimated in Figure 12 in the top left panel, since the hypotheses of [17] are not met in this example; otherwise for shifts ε = √ k and ε = k iteration numbers would be constant (see [17] for the corresponding experiment). This changes drastically, however, as soon as we use multigrid V-cycles: iteration numbers grow rapidly for higher wave numbers using one V-cycle with one pre-and postsmoothing step, and the higher wave number problems can be solved only with many preconditioned GMRES iterations. With one and three pre-and postsmoothing steps, using the shift ε = k 2 as is often done in practice is a little better than using a smaller shift, but this changes when 10 pre-and postsmoothing steps are used: now clearly smaller shifts are better; the winning one for this example is ε = k 3/2 , where, e.g., for k = 8π, with ν = 10 and 28 iterations, a total of 280 pre-and postsmoothing iterations were used, compared to 775 pre-and postsmoothing iterations with ν = 1 and ε = k 2 , a factor of almost 3 less, in addition to the gain of the much smaller Krylov space.
We also see from Figure 12 that while initially it seems that the shifted Helmholtz preconditioner approximately inverted by multigrid is somehow effective, as soon as the wave number is large, iteration numbers grow like O(k 2 ) for this wave-guide-like problem, like unpreconditioned GMRES shown in the last line of Table 14 . The Table  14 , with numerically estimated growth rates. Top left: exact inversion. Top right: multigrid preconditioner with ν = 1 (ε = k 2 for k = 32π did not converge in less than 10000 iterations; see Table  14 ). Bottom left: multigrid preconditioner with ν = 3. Bottom right: multigrid preconditioner with ν = 10.
initial phase where the shifted Helmholtz preconditioner approximately inverted by multigrid seems to work is due to the high resolution chosen in this example, namely, 32 points per wave length on the finest grid. In the small wave number cases k ∈ {π, 2π, 4π}, where the numerical range computations already indicate problems, using only {2, 3, 4} levels in the multigrid hierarchy avoids the substantial difficulty indicated in Theorem 2.1. For larger wave numbers which require more levels, this is not the case any more and leads to the deterioration shown in Figure 12 . This is confirmed in Table  15 and Figure 13 , where the same experiments were run now with a resolution of 8 points per wave length on the finest grid. We see that while the exact inversion leads to very similar iteration numbers as in the high-resolution case, iteration numbers when using multigrid to approximately invert the preconditioner now start growing right from the beginning. Also choosing a smaller shift than k 2 can be beneficial if more than one pre-and postsmoothing iteration are used for the approximate inversion in the V-cycle. Nevertheless, as we see in Figure 13 , iteration numbers with this type of preconditioner grow like O(k 2 ) for this wave-guide-like problem. Note that the last measurement for ε = k 2 is a bit better than expected. To investigate this, we ran the next higher resolution for k = 64π, which led to 7144 iterations, and we also ran the same sequence with a right-hand side equal 1 and obtained the iteration numbers 4, 13, 58, 116, 314, 1123, which show again the asymptotic growth O(k 2 ) as in the other cases. The lower iteration counts than with the random right-hand side also shows that the random right-hand side is a much harder test for the multigrid preconditioner, since it contains all possible frequencies. In [31] , a growth of only O(k) was observed when exactly inverting the shifted Helmholtz preconditioner for a shift O(k 2 ) for a model problem with Robin conditions all around. We obtain for this case the iteration numbers 6, 11, 21, 41, 71, 132, and, comparing with the corresponding fourth line of Figure 13 , we see that the problem is indeed easier to solve, and growth seems to be only linear in k. Table 15 with 8 points per wave length finest resolution, with numerically estimated growth rates. Top left: exact inversion. Top right: multigrid preconditioner with ν = 1 (ε = k 2 and ε = k 1.5 for k = 32π did not converge in less than 10000 iterations; see Table 15 ). Bottom left: multigrid preconditioner with ν = 3. Bottom right: multigrid preconditioner with ν = 10.
8. Concluding remarks. We have shown that in the shifted Helmholtz problem discretized by finite elements, the shift must be of the order of the wave number squared in order for multigrid to be a robust solver. Our results are based on two different types of analysis: Fourier analysis for a model problem with a standard damped Jacobi smoother and functional analysis for the general case with a modified smoother, which gives a convergent multigrid method for all positive shifts. Convergence for a shift smaller than the order of the wave number squared comes, however, at the price of many smoothing steps, and this can be avoided only with a shift of the size of the wave number squared. Our results apply as soon as one has a complex coercive variational form like, for instance, shifted Helmholtz problems with inhomogeneous media, and they also hold for other discretizations, like, for example, high-order finite elements.
The fact that the shift must be of the order of the wave number squared for multigrid to be effective, together with the results in [17] which show that the shift should be at most order of the wave number for the shifted Helmholtz problem to be effective as preconditioner, do not, however, answer the most important question in practice: what shift should one choose as the best compromise? We showed with extensive numerical experiments on a difficult problem that iteration numbers with this type of preconditioning will in general grow like O(k 2 ) and that it might be better to choose a shift smaller than O(k 2 ) in contrast to current practice, especially if more pre-and postsmoothing iterations are used for the approximate inversion of the preconditioner. One can see from our analysis that the constraint on the shift comes from the necessity to have a damping parameter for the smoother that is uniformly bounded with respect to the wave number. This condition is ensured if the ratio C coer /C cont is uniformly bounded with respect to k (see section 4.5), and thus the restriction on the shift seems to be inherent to the shifted Helmholtz equation. One possible continuation of the present work is the study of other smoothing procedures, satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, which could then give convergence of a multigrid algorithm for shifts smaller that O(k 2 ). The results of the present paper are also interesting since they can be associated to methods that improve the numerical solution of the original Helmholtz equation by preconditioning with a k 2 -shifted Helmholtz operator [9, 31, 4 ]. An efficient inversion of the preconditioner is possible with the multigrid method presented here.
Appendix.
Verification of the Galerkin condition. We prove that choosing the canonical restriction operator ensures that the so-called Galerkin condition A l−1 = R l A l P l is satisfied.
Lemma 9.1. Assume that ε > 0. Then one has A l−1 = R l A l P l if and only if R * l = P l .
Proof. Recall that A l z 1 , z 2 = a(F l z 1 , F l z 2 ) for all z 1 , z 2 ∈ C N l . From the definition of the prolongation operator P l = F Explicit bound for the L 2 error. We give below the explicit constant appearing in the L 2 finite element error bound which is used to prove the approximation property. Assume that, for any f ∈ L 2 (Ω), the solution u to a(u, v)
and that the solution ϕ to the adjoint problem a(v, ϕ) = (f, ϕ) L 2 (Ω) uniquely exists and they both satisfy
Then, the P 1 finite element approximation u h ∈ V h ⊂ V of u satisfies the error bound
where C(Ω) > 0 is a constant that depends only on Ω.
Proof. We first recall the existence of an orthogonal projection Π h : L 2 (Ω) → V h that satisfies the estimate (see [2] )
From the Galerkin orthogonality, for all v h ∈ V h , a(u − u h , v h ) = 0, one has a(u − Π h u, u h − Π h u) = a(u h − Π h u, u h − Π h u).
Using the coercivity, the continuity of a, (9.1), and a triangle inequality, one gets
which gives the standard H 1 error estimate. Note that this bound also holds for the solution of the adjoint problem. Now consider ϕ ∈ V a solution to the adjoint problem a(v, ϕ) = (f, v) L 2 (Ω) for all v ∈ V. Let ϕ h ∈ V h be the finite element approximation of ϕ satisfying a(v h , ϕ h ) = (f, v h ) L 2 (Ω) for all v h ∈ V h . Now choosing v = u − u h , one has
where we used Galerkin orthogonality and estimate (9.2) twice.
From Theorems 3.1 and 5.1, one can see that all the assumptions of Lemma 9.2 are satisfied for the shifted Helmholtz equation with Dirichlet or impedance boundary conditions.
Some results used to prove the smoothing property. We now give the lemma used in the proof of Theorem 4.4. Lemma 9.3. Let B ∈ Hom(C m ) such that Bz
